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GEOPHYSICAL REPORT 

WHITNEY TOWNSHIP, PORCUPINE MINING DIVISION

for 

Derek McBride Geological and Management Services Inc.

INTRODUCTION

On February 10, 1999 the writer received a request from D.E McBride to conduct magnetic and 
VLF electromagnetic surveys on a single claim unit situated within the community of Porcupine 
and overlying a part of Porcupine Lake. Two days, February 18 & 19, were required to establish 
a grid on the ice, perform the surveys and remove the pickets. Drafting of maps and report 
writing were completed on March 29 & 30, 1999.

LOCATION & ACCESS

The claim lies within the Timmins city limits, more specifically in the southwest quadrant of 
Whitney Township. Geographical co-ordinates are 480 29' north latitude by 81 0 11' west 
longitude, and the NTS designation is 42 A/06 (Figure 1). Year round road access is possible by 
following Haileybury Crescent 1.75 km southwestward from Highway 101 at Porcupine to the 
side road that leads to Deadman's Point (Figure 2).

PROPERTY

A single claim unit, P. 1228673, in lot 10, concession III, Whitney Township, Porcupine Mining 
Division (Figure 3) comprises the property. Derek McBride Geological and Management 
Services Inc. (DMcBGMS) owns the claim although it remains registered in the name of the 
staker, Jacques Robert. To the east, the claim adjoins the Hunter Mine property belonging to 
Wabigoon Resources Limited, and to north, west and southwest the Dome Mine property of 
Placer Dome Inc.

PREVIOUS WORK

Assessment records ("T" files) on file at the office of the Resident Geologist in Timmins that are 
pertinent to the current claim were researched. Summaries of the reported work follow.

1940 Dome Mines Limited (Dome) : T-36
Except for the area of the present claim and those claims of Wabigoon, Dome 
held (and continues to hold) all mineral rights beneath Porcupine Lake. In 1940 
Dome drilled several holes from the ice on Porcupine Lake two of which, 
numbers 20 (488 m) and 23 (422 m), flanked the property to the north and
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southwest respectively. Argillite and greywacke, which locally resembled felsic 
tuff, were the principal rock units cored along with lesser amounts of greenstone, 
tuff and serpentinite. Carbonate alteration was noted throughout the holes, but 
sulphide minerals were not logged. References to quartz veins and graphite were 
scarce. Samples for assay, if taken, were not recorded in the logs.

1972 Dome Exploration (Canada) Limited (Dome Ex): T-1530
In 1972 Dome Ex held the area of the present McBride claim. A Turam 
electromagnetic survey, conducted on lines at 135 0, was extended across the 
claim from their property in the centre of the lake. Two short, weak conductors 
were delineated. There are no records of any follow-up work.

1986 J.P. Sheridan (Sheridan) : T-3948
Sheridan conducted magnetic and VLF electromagnetic (EM-16) surveys over the 
claim area. Lines were oriented north/south and spaced 400 feet (122 m) apart. 
Stations were at 100 foot (30 m) intervals. Two weak northeast trending 
conductors were interpreted from the results. There are no records of any follow- 
up exploration.

1991 D.V. Jones (Jones): T-3466
At the time Jones held the area of the present claim as well as the claim to the 
south. A VLF (EM-16) electromagnetic survey was run over both claims on lines 
oriented at 1350 and spaced at 60 m intervals. Readings were taken at 20 m 
stations. A northeast striking anomaly was detected across the width of the claim.

Since 1915 Whitney Township has been the focus for several government projects. Recent 
pertinent publications are for an airborne electromagnetic and total intensity magnetic survey of 
64 townships including Whitney flown in 1987 and released in 1988, and for a study on the 
structural geology of Whitney Township issued in 1991 as Open File Report 5768 accompanied 
bymapP.3172.

The magnetic results show the property to lie on the contact between areas of low readings to the 
southeast and strong highs to the northwest (Figure 4). As well, the east end of a l km, east- 
west electromagnetic anomaly falls in the northwest sector of the claim. A portion of map 
P.3172 is presented as Figure 2. No outcrops occur along the shoreline of the McBride claim. 
The Destor-Porcupine Fault and the Bob's Lake fault pass immediately lo the north and south of 
the McBnde claim.

GEOLOGY

The geology underlying the McBride claim must be inferred from neighbouring properties. As 
determined from detailed drilling at the Hunter Mine to the immediate northeast, the rock units 
underlying that property are clastic sediments, the lower ultramafic (steatite), felsic tuff (also
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called the "alteration zone") and the upper steatite (McBride, 1992). Additional descriptions of 
these units are presented in Figure 5. All units have been folded into an open syncline whose 
axis is located under the lake.

The felsic tuff unit is a quartz-chlorite-ankerite-sericite schist, and is the host to the gold bearing 
horizon which is confined to the upper third of the unit. Gold is associated with small 
discontinuous quartz-ankerite-tourmaline veins mineralized with minor pyrite, pyrrhotite and/or 
chalcopyrite. The horizon is 30 to 50 feet (9 to 15 m) thick, strikes northeastward at 0200, and 
dips steeply westward at surface but flattens with depth below the lake.

There are enough similarities in the descriptions of units in the two Dome holes that flank the 
McBride claim to suggest that the geology present at the Hunter Mine extends southward onto 
the claim. Piroshco and Kettles, however, show that to the southwest the synclinal axis is 
stepped southeastward by a series of NNW cross faults. Evidence to support this interpretation 
is not obvious from their map (Figure 2), but if true the faults would have displaced the gold 
bearing horizon southward and possibly off the property.

EXPLORATION PROGRAM COMPLETED

Grid

A 2.82 km grid was created on the ice of Porcupine Lake. The zero point of the OSO0 bearing 
base line was established 120 m west of the number 3 post. Lines were turned off the base line 
every 100 m, and stations set at 20 m intervals. To be able to re-construct the grid if necessary 
lines were extended, with the permission of Wabigoon Resources, to northeast shore of the lake.

Magnetometer Survey

The magnetic survey was undertaken as an aide to the identification of lithological units as well 
as structure. Some 148 stations were read and corrected for diurnal variation with respect to a 
base station at Line "O" at the base line. A geoMetrics G-816/826A proton magnetometer 
(sensitivity l y) was employed. Results are presented as Figure 6.

The magnetic signature over the claim is generally flat, but with a gradually steepening gradient 
to the northwest orthogonal to the 045 0 magnetic trend. These results are consistent with those 
of the airborne magnetic survey which indicated a large strong magnetic high beneath the centre 
of the lake. As well, the magnetic high in the southwest corner of the claim coincides with the 
occurrence of ultramafic komatiitic rocks outcropping at Deadman's Point and in Dome hole 
#23. No indications of any cross faults are evident from the results.

VLF-Electromagnetic Survey

The purpose of the VLF survey was threefold: a) to verify the existence of the electromagnetic
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anomaly detected in the government sponsored airborne survey, b) to obtain structural 
information, and c) to locate possible zones of elevated sulphide concentrations. Readings were 
taken with a Geonics EM-16 unit. The signal station used throughout the survey was NAA 
located at Cutler, Maine and operating at 24.0 kHz. Results are presented as both profile and 
Fraser Filtered plots as Figures 7 A 8 respectively.

A single conductor of weak to moderate strength crosses the claim at about OSO 0 Since its strike 
direction and location do not coincide with that of the airborne anomaly it is probably a separate, 
weaker event not detected in the airborne survey. The EM anomaly also cross cuts the magnetic 
trend, and therefore is unlikely associated with the gold horizon which is interpreted to be 
conformable to stratigraphy. The southwest tail of the anomaly is in line with a zone in Dome 
hole #23 of argillite with graphite developed on slips. It is possible, then, that the anomaly 
represents a NE/SW striking structural feature sub parallel to the Destor-Porcupine Fault and the 
Bob's Lake fault. Although there is an apparent weakening or break in the anomaly at about 
Line 2 N, there is no conclusive evidence for the presence of a cross fault.

CONCLUSIONS

An EM anomaly that is not known to have been directly drill tested was successfully traced 
across the claim. The cause of the anomaly is not clear, but it does not appear to be related to 
the gold bearing horizon at the Hunter Mine. If the anomaly does represent a structure 
associated with the Destor-Porcupine Fault then it is a drill target in its own right.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Due to the location of the anomaly beneath the lake, the only reasonable way to assess its nature 
is to drill test it. A 175 m core hole sited on Line 3 N at 100 m W, and to be drilled grid east at 
-600 is recommended.

Timmins, Ontario James 
March 30, 1999
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PWi4"-**-i^N SXStf***™* Declaration of Assessment Work 
OntariO ^Cr-0^ Performed on Mining Land

-* *"1——"~ M(2) and M(3). R.S.0.1990

Transaction Number (office use)

AsseesmentFiles Research Imaging

Ion 65(2) and 66(3) of the Mining Act. Under section 8 of the Mining Act, this 
ork and correspond with the mining land holder. Questions about this cotoction 
ind Mines, 3rd Floor, 933 Ramsey Lake Road. Sudbury, Ontario, P3E 685.

42A06KE2013 2.19619 WHITNEY 900

Instructions: - For work performed on Crown Lands before recording a claim, use form 0240. 
- Please type or print in ink.

1. Recorded holders) (Attach a list if necessary)

Nam* tlc^u^o #.L,**r
Address X ,

'7 ^y
j*^~* * vy x^ -i ^-*

j/ "^ K C C^ .0 ; W,^, iVM^~r" /^ (? /L/ ~ X C. (j
Name '

Address

CHent Number * x*\ /-*\ i y y /*"'\

Telephone Number ^

Fax Number 
70^-5-3^- g 03.9

Cttent Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

2. Type of work performed: Check (^) and report on only ONE of the following groups for this declaration.
Geotechnical: prospecting, surveys, 
assays and work under section 18 (regs)

n 
"

Physical: drilling stripping, 
trenching and associated assays

n Rehabilitation

WorkType ,
^ ^.f

Datas Work From 
Performed f' 3 D*y

Global Positioning System Dal

/i i-V?'^

| Mor* i

a Of available)

c^ j w v u-* i-L-Q .

| Y-r/T/?', /" ^ D^ | LJtonth 1 Y-r /???
* ^^.

L{/ n i~rtiP'*f J (̂ ) lP
M or G-Ptan Number U

Office Use
Commodity

Total S Value of ^ y -, ~ 
Work Claimed ^ X T TO
NTS Reference

————————————— j* ——— . ———————
Mining Drvis.on fou^pl^

Resident Geologist ^-. \
District f //^t.'j"' I'T- -~

Please remember to: - obtain a work permit from the Ministry of Natural Resources as required;
- provide proper notice to surface rights holders before starting work;
- complete and attach a Statement of Costs, form 0212;
- provide a map showing contiguous mining lands that are linked for assigning work;
- include two copies of your technical report.

3. Person or companies who prepared the technical report (Attach a list if necessary)
Name

A, ^ . - c""* x y^ ^y x* 
/^ ̂  J C-- /O c. ^yixJ X'. fr-T^ ^

Address , ,, .xC — 
•f (^ - x^^ /^ ^ x 7 ^ O Cs r ct *j-^- f ̂ *" ^--^ - s/ *y r" f AV?

Name ^

Address

Name

Address

Telephone Number

Fax Number 
~70 i"- 2. ^ S" -V &6O

Telephone Number

Fax Number

Telephone Number

Fax Number

Certification by Recorded Holder or Agent
l, ft le C , do hereby certify that l have personal knowledge of the facts set forth in

(Print Name)
this Declaration of Assessment Work having caused the work to be performed or witnessed the same during or after its 
completion and, to the best of my knowledge, the annexed report is true. ^,
Signature of Recorded Holder or Agent Date

Agent's Address '
/ O t? 3 S/

Telephone Number3 f y~' vo 6
Fax number Y 
^)b -70 3

0241 (03W7)

l REC;~
JUL ";

D



5. Work to be recorded and distributed. Work can only be assigned to claims that are contiguous (adjoining) to the mining 
land where work was performed, at the time work was performed. A map showing the contiguous link must accompany this

Mining Claim Number. Or If 
work was done on other eligible 
mining land, show in this 

column the location number 
indicated on the claim map.
•a
•g
•Q

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

TB7827

1234567

1234568

P lZ1ti6"J3

Column Totals

Number of Claim
Units. For other 
mining land, list 
hectares.

16 ha

12

2

±

Value of work 
performed on this 
claim or other 
mining land.

926,825

0

S 8,892

mj.K

/777-7Z

Value of work 
applied to this 
daJm.

N/A

524,000

S 4,000

O-7-7-T1

rm-7 2~

Value of work
assigned to other 
mining claims.

S24,000

0

0

Bank. Value of work 
to be distributed 
at a future date

S2,82S

0

S4.892

, do hereby certify that the above work credits are eligible under
(Print Full Mam*)

subsection 7 (1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96 for assignment to contiguous claims or for application to the claim 

where the work was done.
Date

6. Instruction for cutting back credits that are not approved.

Some of the credits claimed in this declaration may be cut back. Please check (*0 in the boxes below to show how you wish to 
prioritize the deletion of credits:

D 1. Credits are to be cut back from the Bank first, followed by option 2 or 3 or 4 as indicated.
D 2. Credits are to be cut back starting with the claims listed last, working backwards; or
D 3. Credits are to be cut back equally over all claims listed in this declaration; or
D 4. Credits are to be cut back as prioritized on the attached appendix or as follows (describe):

Note: If you have not indicated how your credits are to be deleted, credits will be cut back from the Bank first, 
followed by option number 2 if necessary.

For Office Use Only—-^—^——————-^^-——,
Received Stamp

0241 (03/97)

Deemed Approved Date

Date Approved

Date Notification Sent

Total Value of Credit Approved

Approved for Recording by Mining Recorder (Signature)



Ontario Ministry ol
Northern Development
and Mines

Statement of Costs 
for Assessment Credit

Transaction Number (office use)

Personal information collected on this form is obtained under the authority of subsection 6(1) of the Assessment Work Regulation 6/96. Under 
section 8 of the Mining Act, the information is a public record. This information will be used to review the assessment work and correspond with 
the mining land holder. Questions about this collection should be directed to the Chief Mining Recorder, Ministry of Northern Development and 
Mines, 6th Floor, 933 Ramsey Lake Road, Sudbury, Ontario, P3E 685.

Work Type

U r\ c^f t*s ; J l\ s^^-O-S
\J

CL~T^ o/ ts Z- ^ s t* i- ^f y 3
J

Units of Work
Depending on the type of work, list the number 
of hours/days worked, metres of drilling, kilo 
metres of grid line, number of samples, etc.

f^o^/racX ,a^j^-

rt Ho X C/ fn L'O^*.

Associated Costs (e.g. supplies, mobilization and demobilization).

Transportation Costs

Food and Lodging Costs

^ fftLJU /ojo

Cost Per Unit 
of work

J6 /t-/ 1

Jll.tt

Total Value of Assessment Work

Total Cost

X 6U-.1 1

/ 6 /- 6 7

/77-7- 73

Calculations of Filing Discounts:

1. Work filed within two years of performance is claimed at 100*Vb of the above Total Value of Assessment Work.
2. If work is filed after two years and up to five years after performance, it can only be claimed at 500A of the Total 

Value of Assessment Work. If this situation applies to your claims, use the calculation below:
TOTAL VALUE OF ASSESSMENT WORK x 0.50 - Total S value of worked claimed.

Note:
- Work older than 5 years is not eligible for credit.
- A recorded holder may be required to verify expenditures claimed in this statement of costs within 45 days of a 
request for verification and/or correction/clarification. If verification and/or correction/clarification is not made, the 
Minister may reject all or part of the assessment work submitted.

Certification verifying costs:

(please prim full name)

reasonably be determined afid

, do hereby certify, that the amounts shown are as accurate as may 

while conducting assessment work on the lands indicated on

^CL/Ali. l am authorizedthe accompanying Declaration of Work form as ^
; ^ n f, - (recorded iSefder. agent, or state company position with signing authority)

to make this certification. ' ^J,. O ' *' /O

SignaUjre 7 Date /i

tt. t'-, /f"'-



Ministry of Ministere du
Northern Development Developpement du Nord
and Mines et des Mines Ontario

Geoscience Assessment Office 
933 Ramsey Lake Road

August 16, 1999 6th Floor
Sudbury, Ontario

JACQUES ROBERT P3E6B5
321 Haileybury Cr.
PORCUPINE, Ontario Telephone: (888) 415-9846
PON-1CO Fax: (877)670-1555

Visit our website at: 
www.gov.on.ca/MNDM/MINES/LANDS/mlsmnpge.htm

Dear Sir or Madam: Submission Number: 2.19619

Status 
Subject: Transaction Number(s): W9960.00319 Deemed Approval

We have reviewed your Assessment Work submission with the above noted Transaction Number(s). The 
attached summary page(s) indicate the results of the review. WE RECOMMEND YOU READ THIS 
SUMMARY FOR THE DETAILS PERTAINING TO YOUR ASSESSMENT WORK.

If the status for a transaction is a 45 Day Notice, the summary will outline the reasons for the notice, and any 
steps you can take to remedy deficiencies. The 90-day deemed approval provision, subsection 6(7) of the 
Assessment Work Regulation, will no longer be in effect for assessment work which has received a 45 Day 
Notice. Allowable changes to your credit distribution can be made by contacting the Geoscience Assessment 
Office within this 45 Day period, otherwise assessment credit will be cut back and distributed as outlined in 
Section #6 of the Declaration of Assessment work form.

Please note any revisions must be submitted in DUPLICATE to the Geoscience Assessment Office, by the 
response date on the summary.

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please contact Lucille Jerome by e-mail at 
lucille.jerome@ndm.gov.on.ca or by telephone at (705) 670-5858.

Yours sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY
Blair Kite
Supervisor, Geoscience Assessment Office
Mining Lands Section

Correspondence ID: 14076 

Copy for: Assessment Library



Work Report Assessment Results

Submission Number: 2.19619

Date Correspondence Sent: August 16, 1999 Assessor: Lucille Jerome

Transaction 
Number
W9960.00319

Section:
14 Geophysical MAG 
14 Geophysical VLF

First Claim 
Number
1228673

Township(s) l Area(s)
WHITNEY

Status
Deemed Approval

Approval Date

August 16, 1999

Correspondence to:
Resident Geologist 
South Porcupine, ON

Assessment Files Library 
Sudbury, ON

Recorded Holder(s) and/or Agent(s):
Derek McBride
TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA

JACQUES ROBERT 
PORCUPINE, Ontario

Page: 1
Correspondence ID: 14076
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